
The below questions were submitted on July 2, 2023, at 6:02 p.m. via email:

As our team finalizes the details of our proposal for submission, we’d like some assistance in
getting the questions below clarified to ensure that we have a full understanding of the
expectations and are well-equipped to meet the requirements of the BGLL.

1. In reviewing Chapter 151 of the Lotteries Control Act (Revised Edition 2020), Part
2 Section 5 b (ii) under the Lotteries Board Control, it states the following “(ii)
determining what proportion of the total sum of money derived from the sale of tickets in
a lottery should be appropriated to the payment of the prize or prizes;”
Kindly advise based on the above section what proportion of ticket sales is the max
appropriated towards prizes?

Please see the below table for more information:

Game Dates Cost Winnings
Boledo Monday –

Friday
5 cents per
ticket

$3.50 per ticket

Jackpot Sunday 10 cents per
ticket

$150 per ticket bearing the first
winning number.

$50 per ticket bearing the second
winning number.

$20 per ticket bearing the third
winning number.

$2 per ticket bearing the last two
digits of the first winning number
drawn.

Ordinary
Lottery

Sunday 15 cents per
ticket

$11 per ticket

2. Can you provide information on the expected settlement frequency between the
Master Agent and BGLL? Is it expected that the Master Agent will pay BGLL the value
for sales in the respective zone less the commissions on a monthly basis?

The commission to the Master Agent is a percentage of the gross sales which will
cover, expenses, payment of winnings and prizes, and profits within its geographic
zone. The operational expenses should be only expenses incurred by the Master
Agent.



3. Can you advise if the selection of Sub Agents for the Master Agent will be at the
full discretion of the Master Agent?

Yes, the selection of sub-agents will be done by the Master Agent. However, these
individuals must be “ fit and proper”. The sub-agents must also be approved by the
Lotteries Committee and registered by the Lotteries Committee as per Section (3)(2)
of the Lotteries Control Act.

4. Since BGLL will have its own MIS and POS systems that will connect the Master
Agents and respective Sub Agents, can you confirm that this will also include providing
the required MIS level access to the Master Agent to enable the management,
administration, and oversight of all Sub Agents in the respective zone?

Master Agents will have access to the Mobile App and will be able to view and
obtain reports on their sales.

5. Can you advise if the MIS system supports any capabilities for data exchange and
extraction? This question arises since data analysis and evaluation will be required to
“Monitor that sub-agents are adequately supplied with credits for the sale of lottery
tickets” and to help support the “monitoring and report the sale of illegal lottery in the
respective geographic zone.”

Yes, the system will provide facilities for reporting and data export as required to
carry out further analysis.


